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Wikipedia project does not reflect enough the world’s cultural diversity.

The Problem

What can we do?



We cannot solve cultural diversity like we solve the content gender gap,
creating two women for every man.



Proposed Solution

http://wcdo.wmflabs.org

“a joint space for researchers, developers and activists to study and fight
against the knowledge gaps and increase cultural diversity in contents”.

Its work lines are:
• Discourse
• Awareness (metrics and visualizations)
• Organization (events and tools)
• Strategy (goals and priorities)

Wikipedia Cultural Diversity Observatory (WCDO).



What do we understand by cultural diversity?

Icelandic cultural context

Cultural diversity is the sum of all the concepts from all the different contexts
generated in all languages.

1. Language
2. Territories (Context) / Speakers
3. Concepts (i.e. traditions, language, politics,
agriculture, biographies, places, events,
etcetera.)

This is a pragmatic definition with the aim at
collectingWikipedia articles.



Why isWikipedia failing at gathering the human cultural diversity?

• Some languages, contexts and their concepts are not in Wikipedia. (Representation)
• Some are in Wikipedia but remain exclusive to some language editions. (Sharing)

Missing pieces



Concepts from one group of people/context represented in their
nativeWikipedia language edition but not shared with other languages.

We can work on sharing.



For each Wikipedia language edition, we aim at selecting the Cultural Context
Content (CCC), i.e. traditions, language, politics, agriculture, biographies, places,
events, etcetera, related to the territories where the language is spoken.

Cartography



Icelandic Cultural Context only relates to concepts from Iceland.
Italian Cultural Context includes articles about everything related to Italy, San Marino,
Vaticano, CantonTicino, Istria among others.



Method to collect Cultural Context Content

We created a method (Miquel-Ribé, 2017; Miquel-Ribé & Laniado, 2019) that requires (i) creating a
database with Language-Territories Mapping and (ii) employing different retrieval strategies to extract
content from each language edition and label it as CCC.

(i) Wikidata Language Qitem, Language name, Language name in Native language, the ISO 639 code,
the associated territories at country level (ISO 3166 code, English name, Native language name,
demonym, Qitem) or at first subdivision (ISO 3166-2 code, English name, Native language name,
demonym,Qitem) according to the information generated by Ethnologue.

Language Territories mapping
spreadsheet with 1783 rows.

[https://wcdo.wmflabs.org/language_territories_mapping]



• Keyword (demonym/territory name) on title• Geolocation in one of the territories

(ii) The different retrieval strategies to extract content from each language edition and label it as CCC are the
following: geolocated, keywords, category graph andWikidata properties.



• Being in a subcategory of a category containing a keyword on its title

Category crawling using keywords



SomeWikidata
• Location properties (location, located in administrative,…).
• Country properties (country of citizenship, of origin).
• Language properties (official language, native language…).
• Affiliation properties (member of, educated at, employer,…).
• Has part (contains administrative entity, has part).
• Language properties (language of work, language used,…).

Link features:
• Number and percentage of Inlinks/Outlinks (incoming/outgoing links) to CCC is very explicative
on how an article is needed to expand CCC or is dedicated to CCC.



Download at:
https://wcdo.wmflabs.org/datasets/

https://figshare.com/articles/Cultural_Context_
Content_CCC_Datasets/

Datasets

Machine Learning Classifier

We have a database with all the articles and features related to the territories.

We introduce it to a Random Forest classifier to obtain the final CCC dataset for each language edition.

The manual assessment (blind) determined a 5%-5% false positive and false negatives.



For each Wikipedia language edition, we aim at selecting the Cultural Context
Content (CCC), i.e. traditions, language, politics, agriculture, biographies, places,
events, etcetera, related to the territories where the language is spoken.

Cartography



Taking into account the largest Wikipedia language editions, CCC is in average about a quarter of each
Wikipedia (Miquel-Ribé and Laniado 2016).

CCC articles tend to be more developed in number of Bytes, images, and categories (Miquel-Ribé, 2017).
Every language should represent their context properly (extent).This is healthy.

We have a problem of representation considering that the CCC extent in non-western languages
(African and Asian) is on average much smaller (Miquel-Ribé and Laniado, 2019).

Awareness (metrics and visualizations): extent of CCC



About a 60% of the content language gaps are due to CCC (Miquel-
Ribé and Laniado 2018).Culture gap.

Big languages like English or geographically close languages are the ones
covering best the smaller languages (Miquel-Ribé and Laniado 2016).

We have a problem of sharing considering a Wikipedia language
edition cultural diversity as the coverage of all the others’ CCC.

Awareness (metrics and visualizations): gap between languages



It is impossible to bridge all the knowledge gaps between languages.

In the Cultural Diversity Observatory we propose every Wikipedia has 100 articles about every
other language’s cultural and geographical content.

Every language should have this minimum.This is cultural diversity.

28-30 thousand articles to cover a minimum ofWikipedia cultural diversity.



Organization (events and tools): Top CCC articles lists

From each language, those articles from their cultural context which are the most relevant
according to specific features:

• List = [editors, featured, geolocated, keywords, women, men, created_first_three_years,
created_last_year, pageviews, discussions]

• Country_origin (optional) = ISO3166 code
• Lang_origin = wikicode
• Lang_target = wikicode

http://wcdo.wmflabs.org/top_ccc_articles/?list=men&lang_origin=pl&lang_target=uk
http://wcdo.wmflabs.org/top_ccc_articles





Organization (events and tools): Panels to understand the coverage of Top
CCC

How do languages cover each othersTop CCC articles?
These are panels to obtain a general view on the coverage and spread of theTop CCC.

• LanguagesTop CCC articles coverage
https://wcdo.wmflabs.org/languages_top_ccc_articles_coverage/?lang=ca

• LanguagesTop CCC articles spread
https://wcdo.wmflabs.org/languages_top_ccc_articles_spread/?lang=ca

Lang = wikicode



Problem: smaller language editions do not even have 100 on their cultural context to fill the lists.



The big Wikipedias should aim at covering theminimum of each others’ cultures.
I am more concerned about theTop CCC articles gap than the entire Culture Gap.

Sharing stage

The small Wikipedias should aim at creating articles that might fill the lists of
Top CCC articles.This is the first group of articles the world should care about.

Representation stage



a) Concepts from one group of people/context represented in their native
language but not shared to other languages.

b) Concepts from one group of people/context not represented in their native
language but yes in other languages.
b1.Their native language is minoritized but hasWikipedia.
b2.Their native language is minoritized and does not haveWikipedia.

c) Concepts from one group of people/context not represented in their native
language and no language at all.

Why isWikipedia failing at gathering the human cultural diversity?



What else can we work on to improve cultural diversity?

We can try to work on language and concepts representation. 

Work in progress



b1.Their native language is minoritized but has aWikipedia.

b1.Wikipedia Languages’ Missing CCC

253 out of the 302 Wikipedia
languages are overlapped with
other languages with a higher
social status.

English and Russian are the
languages which overlap most
with other Wikipedia languages
(87 and 37) because they are
official at country level.

Chinese,

Mandarin

Urdu

Russian

Italian

Hindi French

Persian

Spanish

English German,

Arabic,



The is quite usual in African languages, whose content tends to be represented in
English or French rather than in their native indigenous languages.

For instance,Luganda Wikipedia (from Uganda) has a very low CCC (just 3.15%).
There is an opportunity to give a digital life to the language throughWikipedia.



• We can create lists of missing CCC articles in minoritized languages that exist
in higher status languages and encourage them to create them.

For example: Luganda language coexists with English as a higher status language
(“Status 3 wider communication” and “Status 1 national” correspondingly).

LugandaWikipedia (1171 articles) lacks articles about:
• Geography
• Traditions
• Politicians
• Etc.

Prime Minister of Uganda does not existPresident of Uganda does exist



b2.Missing territories (not covered by aWikipedia of an indigenous language)

Countries not covered by an 
indigenous language with a Wikipedia.

Top five countries (colour) and subdivisions not 
covered by a Wikipedia of an indigenous language 
by the number of indigenous languages (size).
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There exist approximately 7000 languages in the planet according to Ethnologue
(SIL). There is an opportunity to map all the missing knowledge.

We need to detect potential languages that can easily become Wikipedias. EGIDS
(language social status) sets some priority along the number of speakers.

c.Missing Languages inWikipedia



We need to detect potential languages that can easily become Wikipedias with million speakers and
the language status code (EGIDS).

Potential newWikipedias
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http://wcdo.wmflabs.org

“a joint space for researchers and activists to study and fight against the
knowledge gaps and increase cultural diversity in contents”.

Its work lines are:
• Discourse
• Awareness (metrics and visualizations)
• Organization (events and tools)
• Strategy (goals and priorities)

Wikipedia Cultural Diversity Observatory (WCDO).



Help minoritized and potential languages build the required capacity.

Wikimedia Summit 2019, (Back row L-R) Rebecca, Jeffrey, Simona, 
Dariusz, Winifred, (Front row L-R) Liang, Oscar, Michal and Sailesh



We should encourage them not only to build aWikipedia,
But to create their most unique and specific knowledge about their context.

We need to value their knowledge and difference.

Arctic char fishing. By Ansgar Walk.



Each language has some ‘uniqueness’ to contribute.

Wikipedia is their best strategy to pass this knowledge on.

M. Adiputra under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
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Thank you very much!
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